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Outline of presentation

Growing evidence our climate is changing

Impact on Canada of climate change

Risk management can reduce the impact



Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction

Established in 1997 by Canada’s insurers,       
based at Western University

Oldest university-based disaster research institute 
in Canada

Mission: Reduce the risk of loss of life and property 
damage due to severe weather and earthquakes

Champion for evidence-based adaption and risk 
reduction based on multi-disciplinary research

• Flood damage reduction tools for local gov’ts

• Building codes adapted for climate extremes

• Better protection for existing buildings



25 years of climate research assessed by IPCC

(1990) The unequivocal detection of the enhanced greenhouse effect 

from observations is not likely for a decade or more.

(1995) Our ability to quantify the human influence on global climate is 

currently limited because the expected signal is still emerging from 

the noise of natural variability… Nevertheless, the balance of 

evidence suggests that there is a discernible human influence.

(2001) Most of the observed warming over the last 50 years is likely

to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations.

(2007) Most of the observed increase in global average temperatures 

since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed 

increase in anthropogrenic greenhouse gas concetrations.

(2013) It is extremely likely that human activities have caused more 

than half of the observed increase in global average surface 

temperature since 1950.

Growing evidence of change in the climate



Observed change in Canada’s climate
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Mean Annual Temperature Trends

The average temperature in Canada increased by 1.6°C over 

the past 65 years, twice the global average

In Canada’s Arctic, the average temperature increased by 

2.2°C, nearly three times the global average

Source: Environment Canada

Source: IPCC



Projected change in Canada’s climate
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Impact of climate change on Canada

Canada will be warmer

• Increased risk of heat-health fatalities

Canada will be wetter

• Increased risk of urban flood damage

Canada will be stormier

• Increased risk of disruptions from disaster

Regional risks

• Coastal erosion, wildfire, permafrost thaw



1. Canada will be warmer



Source: Casati and Yagouti (2013)

1. Number of hot days (>30°C)



1. Greater risk of death in extreme heat

Source: Casati and Yagouti (2013)



1. Greater risk of extreme heat incidents



2. Canada will be wetter



2. Greater risk of extreme rainfall and drought
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2. More extreme rainfall



Share of insurance property claims incurred, Canada
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2. Water damage to homes is increasing
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3. Canada will be stormier



3. More large storms

Winter storms

• Ice storms shift North

Hurricanes

• More large hurricanes

Tornadoes and hail

• Likely increase
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3. Storm fatalities have been falling

Annual average number of accidental deaths, United States

Source: NOAA



3. More disruptions from disasters



4. Regional issues



4. Significant impacts in some regions

Wildland fire

• Homes destroyed, lost forest

Coastal erosion

• Rising sea level, storm surge

Permafrost thaw

• Destruction of buildings, infrastructure



Risk management can reduce the impact

More

large

storms

Role of insurance to 

fund recovery

Infrastructure

and buildings

More people 

living at risk



Adaptation can reduce the impact

Risk level with current adaptation

Risk level with high adaptation



 Understanding disaster risk

 Strengthen risk governance

 Invest in risk reduction and resilience

 Build back better

Sendai priorities for action – 2015-2030



Canadian disaster losses

Direct damage in billions of dollars, normalized, Canada
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Source: ICLR



Partnership with municipalities

Brochures, demonstrations

Tool to adjust IDF curves 

ICLR - Partner with local gov’ts / insurers



ICLR has made 5 proposals for the 2015 building code

ICLR – Adapt building codes for extremes



Guidebooks for homeowners

Risk self assessment tool

Risk reduction advice

Showcase homes

ICLR – Build homeowner awareness



ICLR - Role of insurance to fund rebuilding
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Building municipal resilience

We must adapt to protect health

• Establish local response plans

• Invest in risk reduction

• Plant trees, swimming pools, drinking fountains

We must adapt to build resilience

• Rebuild our storm and sanitary sewers

• Homeowners invest in protection

• Green and safe standards for new developments

We must adapt to reduce disruption

• Plan for more disaster response

• Build back better

• Invest in resilience



Canada will be warmer, 

wetter and stormier

Some impacts can be offset 

by investing in resilience

Building municipal resilience

in a changing climate


